
 

Silver Solution (14PPM) 

 

The New Silver Solution is a 14 ppm concentration 

nano-particulate solution that is very potent, effective, 

and non-toxic.*  

The New Silver Solution®  

Throughout the centuries and into today, silver in various 

forms has been used to benefit mankind.   Some cultures 

added powdered silver to a newborn's first bath as protection against a harsh world.  Milk 

farmers used to use a silver pail to collect milk, because they found that the raw milk could 

remain unrefrigerated for hours without spoiling. 

  
Similarly, our early settlers would often throw silver dollars into their wells or water barrels 

to keep the water potable.  In days of old, they didn't know why silver made such a 

difference in their lives; but they knew that it did make a positive difference in their lives, 

when it was used in these ways.  

Modern science now explains why these ancient practices were effective; it also shows that 

even in modern-times, silver has many uses that may support our healthy well-being. 

Numerous tests at major universities and commercial labs like Kansas State, UC Davis, 
Brigham Young University have proven the effectiveness of silver. 

Does The New Silver Solution® Harm The Helpful Bacteria in Our Intestines? 
  
This is an important question because some products can wipe out friendly bacteria that 

inhabit our large intestines.  These friendly bacteria not only produce B vitamins and folic 

acid for you, but they support healthy immune function.  The New Silver Solution® does not 

present such a problem.  Independent studies both at Brigham Young University and Viridis 

Biopharma have effectively shown this.  In vitro testing of the silver on a number of friendly 

fauna, such as lactobacillus, have shown that the silver does not kill these helpful, probiotic 

bacteria.   
 
I haven’t experienced a sinus infection since I began using this product 3 years ago; before which I 
averaged two sinus/bronchial infections per year.  As soon as I start to have a hint of sinus 
congestion/irritation I use the nasal sprayer 3-4 times a day.  Works every time for me, it’s a fantastic 
immune system support.  When I have a scratchy or sore throat I use the sprayer to spray my throat, 
other than an occasional cold, I’ve been really healthy.  I LOVE this stuff!   ~Susan Hart, LMT 


